
NEXTGRID COMMENTS ON BEHALF OF 
HOMER GLEN ENVIRONMENT COMMITTEE 

 
 
As a long time member of the Homer Glen Environment Committee, the CARE Group in 
Lockport and supporters of our ecology and environment, I am hopeful that this forum will help 
move Illinois off of all fossil fuels. 
That said, I am also a retired engineer and follow all aspects of renewable energy. From energy 
creation to microgrids and to storage. We follow them all. 
So who is on this forum is important to us. 
Question number one would be who are the candidates to be the so-called third party facilitator? 
We truly hope it isn't a politician! 
Secondly, how are places like Argonne labs going to be utilized? 
And finally, when do projects such as community solar and other forms of renewable energy get 
the chance to add their input? 
Please keep the environmentally responsible residents of Illinois first and foremost in your plans. 
Me definitely want to have our thoughts and ideas at least presented. 
 
Kind regards, 
Randy Juras 
 

 

Thank you for your response. As environmentally responsible people these are exactly the topics 
we are interested in.  
Stakeholders, a facilitator and what will the NextGrid forum discuss. 
 
Stakeholders.  
Exactly who does qualify as a stakeholder? I feel I do because I care about quality of life issues. 
And preserving our ecology and environment are a big part of our quality of life issues.  
 
Facilitator.  
This is a completely new topic for us. As far as I know, nothing has been discussed about who, 
or what qualifications, are required to be a facilitator. But from the tree hugger perspective,  we 
would like someone who is NOT political, knows the technology and understands ecology and 
environmental issues.  
 
Topics. 
We would like to see subjects such as renewable energy,  in all forms, discussed. Energy storage. 
And microgrids.  
How each technology is advancing and what Springfield can do to promote wider usage.  
Also, which areas in Illinois could, and can, receive help to move these issues forwatd. 
One example could be Cairo, Illinois, which drastically needs help. 
But other areas are available right now for using these renewable energy technologies.  
 



Could the NextGrid team possibly give us some feedback on what they are thinking about? To 
serve as a starting point for further discussions. 
 
We would very much like to be a part of this discussion. Since it will ultimately shape a lot of 
the progress renewable energy will take in the near future. 
 
Kind regards, 
Randy Juras  
 
On April 3, 2017 9:48:28 AM CDT, NextGrid <NextGrid@icc.illinois.gov> wrote: 
 
Thank you for your interest in the NextGrid initiative.  The purpose of  
this first round of comments, due April 30, 2017, is for all  
stakeholders to provide comments on the selection of a facilitator and  
topics to be considered in the NextGrid initiative.  Please provide  
your comments regarding those matters to this email address. 
 
Best, 
 
Wei Chen   Lin 
NextGrid Team Member 
 
From: Randy Juras  
Sent: Friday, March 24, 2017 8:12 PM 
To: NextGrid <NextGrid@icc.illinois.gov> 
 
Subject: [External] where do we make comments? 
 
 
Hello, 
 
My name is Randy Juras. I am a member of the Homer Glen Environment  
Committee, and we follow all legislation that affects our ecology and  
environment. And anything that moves us off of all fossil fuels  
interests us. 
 
We would greatly appreciate any and all information on making comments  
to the NextGrid forum. The April 30th deadline will be here soon  
enough. 
 
Kind regards, 
Randy Juras 
 
Homer Glen, Illinois 
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